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We analyze the dispersive properties of inhomogeneous nanostructures (INSs) composed of alternating layers
of different materials. Analysis of the interaction between the propagating pulse and the INS provides modi-
fied dispersion characteristics. An approximate theoretical model predicting the dispersion properties of the
INS is developed and compared with more accurate numeric computation results. It is shown that the dis-
persion coefficient can be engineered by controlling the spatial distribution of the pulse carrier, the geometry of
the INS, and the refractive indices of the materials combined to construct the INS. Specifically, the dispersion
coefficient can be engineered to yield various types of dispersion, including normal dispersion, anomalous dis-
persion, and zero dispersion. As such, the discussed INS can be useful for applications that will benefit from
engineered dispersion management and control. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The spectral dispersion phenomenon is one of the key fac-
tors limiting the transmission bandwidth in optical com-
munication systems. Dispersion causes each spectral
component of the optical pulse to propagate with a
slightly different group velocity, resulting in a pulse
broadening. Commonly, dispersion effects are discussed
in the context of pulse propagation over a long distance
within an optical fiber. However, with recent advances
toward ultrahigh-bandwidth transmission, shorter pulses
are being used,1–4 and dispersion issues can no longer be
considered negligible, even for propagation over short dis-
tances.

Dispersion management and control in modern commu-
nication systems have motivated a number of research ef-
forts toward development of dispersion management tech-
niques and devices, such as chirped Bragg gratings,5

dispersion-compensating fibers (e.g., systems composed of
alternating sections of positive and negative dispersive
media),6 and dispersion-shifted fibers.7 Dispersion can
also be controlled by use of a free-space setup, such as the
achromatic Fourier transformer.8 Another approach for
engineering the dispersion properties is cascading a large
number of all-pass filters 9, providing a desired group ve-
locity versus frequency dependence. One of the possible
realizations of such devices can be implemented with
microresonators.10 A summary of various dispersion
management techniques can be found in Ref. 11.

Typically, the analysis of pulse propagation in a guiding
media involves three major dispersion mechanisms:12

material dispersion, waveguide dispersion (i.e., the dis-
persion of a specific mode), and modal dispersion (i.e., the
dispersion caused by the different group velocity for each
mode). Equivalently, one can analyze the free-space
propagation of a pulse within a nonguiding dielectric me-
dia by decomposing the spatial distribution of a single
pulse into its Fourier spectral components in space and
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time (in the case of a pulse train, obtained by use of a
mode-locked source, the pulse should be convolved with a
comb function in time). Each spatial-frequency Fourier
component can be considered a free-space spatial mode
with one major distinction: There is a continuum of free-
space modes, whereas waveguide modes are discrete.
Similar to waveguide modes, the dispersion analysis of
these continuous modes should take into account material
dispersion, waveguide-type dispersion, and modal disper-
sion. Moreover, one can think of a special theoretical
case for free space, in which only a single mode is propa-
gating through the nonguiding media, similar to single-
mode waveguides. One example is the propagation of a
pulse carried by a nondiffracting Bessel beam in space.
The propagation of such a beam in free space and in a
nonguiding dielectric media was already analyzed.13–19

Other examples are the propagation of a pulse carried by
a plane wave or by a standing cosine beam in space. The
cosine beam is of special interest, since, as an eigenmode
of the wave equation (in Cartesian coordinates), it can
also be considered an example of a nondiffracting beam.

In this paper we investigate the dispersion properties
of nonresonant inhomogeneous nanostructures (INSs),
which allow the free-space propagation of a pulse for dis-
persion management and control purposes. In the past,
such structures have been engineered to create unique
anisotropic properties.20–24 These nonresonant INSs,
commonly composed of one-dimensional subwavelength
periodic structures, are characterized by an effective re-
fractive index usually different for the TE and the TM po-
larization states of the optical fields. As such, INS-based
elements have been used as birefringent wave plates as
well as polarization converters.25

An approximate analysis of these INSs can be per-
formed with the effective medium theory (EMT).26 For
higher-accuracy analysis, more complex approaches can
be used including rigorous coupled-wave analysis27
2004 Optical Society of America
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(RCWA), the finite-difference time domain,28 the
boundary- element method,29 or the finite-element
method.30

Although zero-order EMT predicts that the effective re-
fractive index is not wavelength dependent (neglecting
the intrinsic material dispersion), this assumption is
valid only for an INS having a period much smaller than
the wavelength of the optical wave. As the period be-
comes close to the wavelength of the optical wave, the ef-
fective index is becoming wavelength dependent as evi-
dent from EMT that includes terms higher than zero
order, thus modifying the dispersion properties of the
INS. We will refer to this phenomenon as a structural
dispersion. For example, broadband-retardation wave
plates31,32 were constructed utilizing the structural dis-
persion in subwavelength periodic structures.

Recently it has been shown that engineering the dis-
persion properties of a fiber can be achieved by use of the
so-called holy fibers.33 These structures allow control of
the effective index of the fiber, its propagation constant,
dispersion properties, and nonlinearities. Similarly, one
can think of periodic bulk optical elements, composed of
alternating layers of different materials and having a pe-
riod smaller than the wavelength of light with propaga-
tion direction of optical fields in the plane of the layers
(see Fig. 1), such that no diffraction harmonics (besides
the zero order) can propagate through the material. Al-
though the realization of such composite materials is cur-
rently challenging, these fabrication challenges may be
overcome with the rapid advance in nanotechnology and
developing nanofabrication techniques.

In Section 2 we review free-space propagation of a con-
tinuum of spatial modes and their analogy to waveguide
modes. In particular, we discuss the case of a single-
mode illumination of an INS, in which the analysis of
pulse propagation is somewhat equivalent to the analysis
of a pulse propagating within a single-mode waveguide
and having no modal dispersion. Two such cases are pre-
sented in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we evaluate the
dispersion coefficient of an optical pulse carried by a
plane wave and propagating within the INS. On the ba-
sis of the second-order EMT, we present an approximate
model capable of predicting the structural dispersion co-
efficient. This model is followed by more accurate analy-

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the INS geometry.
sis based on RCWA. Intrinsic material dispersion and
structural dispersions, and their combined effects, are
analyzed and discussed. In Section 4 we extend this dis-
cussion by evaluating the dispersion coefficient for the
case of a pulse carried by a standing cosine wave in space
and propagating within the INS. For such a beam, the
propagation constant and the corresponding wave num-
ber are different, such that the waveguide-type dispersion
needs also to be considered. We show that by proper
choice of parameters the combination of intrinsic material
dispersion, structural dispersion, and waveguide-type dis-
persion can produce almost any desired dispersion char-
acteristics, leading to various INS-based potential devices
that are very useful for dispersion management and con-
trol. Conclusions and final discussions are summarized
in Section 5.

2. CONTINUUM OF MODES IN FREE SPACE
Consider an incident optical pulse with an envelope h(t)
propagating along the optical axis in the z direction and,
for simplicity, having a one-dimensional transverse spa-
tial distribution (along the x axis). In the plane of inci-
dence (z 5 0) the field distribution is given by

E~x, z 5 0, t ! 5 E
2`

`

Ē~x, z 5 0, v!exp@ j~v 2 v0!t#dv,

(1)

where v0 is the carrier frequency and Ē(x, z 5 0, v) de-
scribes the transverse spatial distribution of the temporal
spectrum of the incident field, obtained by plane-wave
spectrum decomposition,34

Ē~x, z 5 0, v! 5 E
2`

`

A~ fx , z 5 0 !exp~ j2pfxx !H~v!dfx

5 E
2`

`

U~ fx , z 5 0, v!exp~ j2pfxx !dfx ,

(2)

where A( fx , z 5 0) is the spatial plane-wave spectrum
and H(v) is the Fourier transform of the temporal enve-
lope h(t) of the incident pulse waveform.

Next, we calculate the field distribution at a distance z,
obtaining

Ē~x, z, v! 5 E
2`

`

A~ fx , z !exp~ j2pfxx !H~v!dfx

5 E
2`

`

U~ fx , z, v!exp~ j2pfxx !dfx . (3)

Since Ē(x, z, v) must obey the wave equation,34

F ]2

]x2 1
]2

]z2 1 K~v!2G Ē~x, z, v! 5 0. (4)

Substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) yields

U~ fx , z, v! 5 U~ fx , z 5 0, v!exp~ jbz !, (5)

where the propagation constant is given by

b 5 @K2~v! 2 4p2fx
2#1/2. (6)
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The spatial frequency fx is related to the angular fre-
quency (i.e., the propagation angle of each plane wave)
by34

2pfx 5 K~v!sin~u! 5 a, (7)

where K(v) is the wave number and u is the tilt angle of
the plane wave, measured from the z axis. The propaga-
tion constant is thus given by

b~v! 5 @K2~v! 2 K2~v!sin2~u!#1/2 5 @K2~v! 2 a2#1/2

5 K~v!cos~u! 5
v

C
n cos~u! 5

2pn

C
n cos~u!, (8)

where n is the refractive index and c is the speed of light
in vacuum.

Additional simplification can be obtained by assuming
a symmetric spectrum, i.e., A( fx) 5 A(2fx), yielding

Ē~x, z, v! } 2E
01

`

U~a, 0, v!exp@ jb~v!z#

3 cos~ax !da 1 U~0, 0, v!exp@ jK~v!z#.

(9)

As can be seen, expression (9) describes a continuum of
cosine waves in space, each having a different spatial fre-
quency (a or fx) and a different propagation constant (b),
and each is multiplied by a weighting factor U(a, 0, v).
Expression (9) is analogous to the description of modes
propagating within a symmetrical multimode waveguide,
with one important distinction: Waveguide modes con-
tain only a discrete and finite set, whereas free-space
modes are continuous and infinite. However, if we con-
struct a discrete set of spatial frequencies, i.e.,

U~a, 0, v! 5 (
n51

N

U~an , 0, v!d ~a 2 an!, (10)

with d (x) as a Dirac delta function, expression (9) will
take the form

Ē~x, z, v! } (
n51

N

U~an , 0, v!exp@ jbn~v!z#cos~anx !,

(11)

and the analysis of a pulse propagating in the INS will be-
come somewhat similar to that in a multimode fiber.

As a special case, we now consider free-space propaga-
tion of a single spatial mode:

Ē~x, z, v! } U~a, 0, v!exp@ jb~v!z#cos~ax !. (12)

Such a field distribution can be created by the interfer-
ence of two tilted plane waves (a Þ 0) or by use of a
single plane-wave illumination along the optical axis (a
5 0). Although a pure plane wave is only a mathemati-
cal definition since it carries infinite energy, it can be ap-
proximated by use of a large aperture with diameter D, as
long as the propagation distance is small enough to sat-
isfy the inequality z , D2/l, where D is the aperture
size.

Commonly, the propagation constant’s dependence on
the temporal spectrum can be described with a Taylor-
series expansion:
b~v! ' b~v0! 1 b8~v0!~v 2 v0! 1
1

2
b9~v0!~v 2 v0!2

1 ... 5 b~n0! 1
2p

Vg
~n 2 n0! 1 pDn~n 2 n0!2,

(13)

where we defined the group velocity as

1

Vg
5

1

2p

db

dn
U

n0

5
db

dv
U

v0

(14)

and the group-velocity dispersion (the linear dispersion
coefficient) as

Dn 5
1

2p

d2b

dn2U
n5n0

5 2p
d2b

dv2U
v5v0

5
d

dn
S 1

Vg
D

n5n0

,

(15)

with n 5 v/2p and n0 representing the carrier frequency.
As shown elsewhere,19 higher-order dispersion terms can
be neglected as long as the pulse width is more than few
optical cycles.

By substituting expression (13) and Eqs. (14) and (15)
into expression (11), we obtain the well-known temporal
frequency transfer function

Ē~x, z, n! } H0~n!exp@ jb~n0!z#exp@ j2pz~n 2 n0!/Vg#

3 exp@ jpDnz~n 2 n0!2#. (16)

The exponential containing the inverse of the group veloc-
ity represents a linear phase shift in frequency, corre-
sponding to a delay in the time domain, t 5 z/Vg . In
general, the group velocity will be different for each
spatial-frequency mode, resulting in modal dispersion,
modifying the temporal shape of the pulse, except for a
single-mode case as discussed above. Thus, for a single
spatial mode field, the group-velocity term does not affect
the waveform shape of the temporal pulse. In contrast,
the second exponential term containing the dispersion co-
efficient is a quadratic phase factor, resulting in chirping
the spectrum in the time domain, thus leading to stretch-
ing of the waveform of the original pulse (assuming that
the incident pulse is transform limited). Next, we will
investigate propagation of such single-mode fields in INS
materials.

3. PROPAGATION OF A PULSED PLANE
WAVE IN INHOMOGENEOUS
NANOSTRUCTURE MEDIA
In this section we analyze the dispersion properties of a
nonguiding media made of an INS consisting of alternat-
ing layers made of materials with different refractive in-
dices in the x direction and infinite in the y direction.
The incident pulse propagates along the z axis, perpen-
dicular to the k vector of the INS, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1. Throughout the analysis we assume a
transform-limited temporal pulse carried by a single
spatial-frequency plane wave propagating in the INS. As
discussed above, the propagation of such a pulse is
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equivalent to the propagation of the ground-state mode
(a 5 0). The temporal Fourier transform of the field
distribution is given by

Ē~x, z, n! 5 H0~n!exp@ jb~n!z# 5 H0~n!exp jK~n!z,

(17)
where

U~a, 0, n! 5 H H~n! a 5 0

0 otherwiseJ (18)

and K(n) 5 b(n).
Since K 5 b, the dispersion coefficient is proportional

only to the second derivative of K [see Eq. (15)]. As such,
only effective material dispersion is expected to play a
role, since waveguide-type and modal dispersion mecha-
nisms do not exist. However, evaluating the material
dispersion is not straightforward, since the composite ma-
terial is represented by an effective refractive index,
which is dependent on both optical frequency and polar-
ization state, as was already mentioned by several
authors.35 For INS material the dispersion characteris-
tics are modified by structural dispersion representing
the interaction of the vector optical field with the compos-
ite nanostructure.

On the basis of the second-order EMT,26 we next de-
scribe a simple model allowing us to predict the disper-
sion coefficient of the INS and to achieve better under-
standing of the relations between the structural
parameters and the corresponding dispersion properties.
As a first step, we focus our interest on the structural dis-
persion (i.e., the dispersion due to the layered structure)
and ignore the intrinsic dispersion of each constituent
material. The model accuracy is later examined by com-
parison with more accurate results obtained from using
RCWA. The accuracy of this analysis is further en-
hanced by accounting for the intrinsic material disper-
sion.

The second-order EMT provides the refractive indices
for the TE (E 5 Eŷ) and the TM (H 5 Hŷ) polarization
states:

nTE
~2 ! 5 H @nTE

~0 !#2 1
1

3 F d

l
pf~1 2 f !~n1

2 2 n2
2!G2J 1/2

,

(19)

nTM
~2 ! 5 X@nTM

~0 ! #2 1
1

3 H d

l
pf~1 2 f !S 1

n1
2 2

1

n2
2D nTE

~0 !

3 @nTM
~0 ! #3J 2C1/2

, (20)

where n1 ,n2 are the refractive indices of the two materi-
als used to construct the INS, f is the duty cycle, l is the
wavelength, d is the period of the structure, and nTE

(0) ,nTM
(0)

are the effective indices predicted by the zeroth-order
EMT for TE and TM polarization states, given by

nTE
~0 ! 5 @ fn1

2 1 ~1 2 f !n2
2#1/2,

nTM
~0 ! 5

n1n2

@ fn2
2 1 ~1 2 f !n1

2#1/2
. (21)

By using the following definitions,
hTE 5
dpf~1 2 f !~n1

2 2 n2
2!

cA3
,

hTM 5

dpf~1 2 f !S 1

n1
2 2

1

n2
2D nTE

~0 !@nTM
~0 ! #3

cA3
,

(22)

with c as the speed of light, we obtain

nj
~2 ! 5 $@nj

~0 !#2 1 @h jn#2%1/2, (23)

where j stands for TE or TM and n is the optical fre-
quency.

Assuming h jn ! 1, the effective indices can be rewrit-
ten by use of a Taylor expansion:

nj
~2 ! > nj

~0 ! 1
h j

2n2

2nj
~0 !

. (24)

Substituting the above relations into Eqs. (14) and (15)
and keeping in mind that K(n) 5 b(n), we obtained ana-
lytic expressions for the group velocity Vg and the linear
dispersion coefficient Dn , respectively:

Vg
~ j ! 5 2nj

~0 !
c

2@nj
~0 !#2 1 3~h in0!2

, (25)

Dn
j 5

3h j
2

cnj
~0 !

n0 , (26)

where n0 is the carrier frequency. It is common to define
a modified dispersion coefficient, Dl , in terms of wave-
length by use of the relation Dldl 5 Dndn, yielding

Dl 5 2
n2

c
Dn 5 2

3h j
2

nj
~0 !

c

l3 . (27)

Defining D 5 n1
2 2 n2

2 and examining Eqs. (22) and (26),
we observe that the linear dispersion coefficient is propor-
tional to d2, D2, and @ f(1 2 f )#2 (leading to a maximal
dispersion value for f 5 0.5). We also notice that Dn is
always positive (Dl is always negative), meaning that the
structural dispersion is always normal. As a result, the
total combined dispersion (both intrinsic material and
structural dispersions) is expected to be larger (in abso-
lute values) than the structural dispersion if materials
having a normal intrinsic dispersion are used. On the
other hand, for a case in which materials with anomalous
dispersion are structured to construct an INS, the total
dispersion is expected to be reduced, and might even be
engineered to cancel out, since the intrinsic material dis-
persion and the structural dispersion will have opposite
signs.

Throughout the analysis, we assumed that higher dis-
persion terms are negligible. We will now examine this
assumption by estimating the next (cubic) dispersion
term, given by

exp@ jpzb3~n 2 n0!2/3#, (28)

where b3 is the cubic dispersion coefficient given by
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b3 5
1

2p

]3b

]n3U
n5n0

5
3h j

2

cnj
~0 !

. (29)

By defining the effective dispersion length as the distance
resulting in a p phase shift on the corresponding expo-
nential term, we obtain

L2 5 ~2p!2
T2

Dn

, (30)

L3 5 3~2p!3
T3

b3
, (31)

where T is the initial pulse duration. The dispersion
length ratio is thus given by

L3 /L2 5 6pT/n0 . (32)

Therefore, as long as the pulse duration is larger than few
optical cycles, the cubic dispersion term can be neglected.

As an example, we consider a structure made of alter-
nating layers of GaAs and air. For example, such a
structure can be realized by etching a subwavelength
grating into a GaAs substrate with a large aspect ratio
(currently, few micrometers in depth have been achieved
for operation at a wavelength of 1.55 mm). At that wave-
length, the refractive index of the GaAs is 3.37. Neglect-
ing the intrinsic material dispersion, we calculate the dis-
persion coefficient versus the normalized period for the
two principal linear polarization states by using Eq. (27)
(see the solid curve in Fig. 2). To evaluate the accuracy of
the suggested model, we obtained more accurate struc-
tural dispersion values by use of the RCWA approach.
We obtained these results by employing the following pro-
cedure: The RCWA algorithm is applied over a limited
wavelength span around the working wavelength of 1.55
mm, yielding the propagation constant for each wave-
length (notice that for a low period-to-wavelength ratio
only a single nonvanishing propagation constant exists).
The refractive index is then calculated with Eq. (8).
Once the refractive index versus wavelength (or fre-
quency) is determined, we can perform a polynomial fit of
the effective refractive index, calculate its derivatives,
and find the dispersion coefficient with Eq. (15). The re-
sults are shown by the dashed–dotted curve in Fig. 2.

For comparison purposes, we also added a horizontal
line, representing the intrinsic bulk material dispersion
of GaAs. This value can be calculated with the Sellmeier
equation36:

n2 2 1 5 (
i51

Ail
2

l2 2 l i
2 . (33)

For GaAs, with coefficients36 A1 5 2.5, A2 5 7.4969, A3
5 1.9347, l1 5 0, l2 5 0.4082, and l3 5 37.17, we ob-
tained a dispersion coefficient value Dl

5 1230 [picoseconds per (kilometer times nanometer)]
(at l 5 1.55 mm).

From Fig. 2 we notice that the accuracy of the sug-
gested model is very good as long as d/l , 1/10. Beyond
this value, higher-order terms of EMT need to be consid-
ered.
Next, we calculate the total dispersion, combining both
the structural and the intrinsic material dispersion ef-
fects (see Fig. 3). We notice that for small period-to-
wavelength ratios, at which the structural dispersion is
negligible, the total dispersion is reduced compared with

Fig. 2. Structural linear dispersion coefficient versus d/l in a
GaAs–air periodic structure (fill factor, f 5 0.5) for (a) TE and (b)
TM polarization states. Solid curve, EMT model; dashed–
dotted curve, accurate results from use of RCWA; horizontal line,
inherent material dispersion. [ps/km/nm], [picoseconds per (kilo-
meter times nanometer)].

Fig. 3. Total linear dispersion coefficient versus d/l in a GaAs–
air periodic structure (fill factor f 5 0.5) for TE (solid curve) and
TM (dashed–dotted curve) polarization states.
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the dispersion in the bulk GaAs material. This result is
anticipated, since one would expect the dispersion coeffi-
cient of an INS with a small period-to-wavelength ratio to
be somewhere between the dispersion coefficients of the
two materials used to construct the INS (in this case, the
air is modeled as a nondispersive medium). It should be
noted that, owing to the difference in the boundary condi-
tions for TE- and TM-polarized fields, we expect that at
low period-to-wavelength ratios, at which structural dis-
persion is negligible, the TM dispersion coefficient will be
much smaller compared with that of the TE, since the
TM-polarized field is mostly localized in the air, whereas
the TE-polarized field is distributed in both air and
GaAs.37 Another explanation is based on the zero-order
EMT [Eq. (3)]. By taking the derivative of the effective
index with respect to the material refractive index, one
obtains (assuming a duty ratio of 50% and indices of 3.37
and 1 for GaAs and air, respectively)

dnTE

dn
5

n

@2~n2 1 1 !#1/2 5 0.678,

dnTM

dn
5

1

A2~n2 1 1 !3/2
5 0.0163. (34)

Thus the effective index for TM-polarized light changes
very little with the material index; i.e., it is influenced
very little by the wavelength, resulting in a lower disper-
sion value. For cases in which the INS is composed of
dispersive material and air, the maximal dispersion effect
is expected to occur at a duty ratio higher than 50%, since
the effect of material dispersion increases with the duty
ratio, whereas the structural dispersion reaches its maxi-
mal value for f 5 0.5.

By comparing Figs. 2 and 3, we notice that the total
dispersion (both material and structural dispersions) is
always larger than the structural dispersion, as expected
for GaAs possessing normal dispersion.

Next, we analyze an INS composed of fused silica (hav-
ing an intrinsic anomalous dispersion at the wavelength
of 1.55 mm) and air. As in the previous case, the refrac-

Fig. 4. Total linear dispersion coefficient versus d/l in a fused-
silica–air periodic structure (fill factor f 5 0.5) for TE (solid
curve) and TM (dashed–dotted curve) polarization states.
tive index of the fused silica is calculated by the Sellmeier
equation [see Eq. (33)] by use of the following
parameters:35

A1 5 0.6961663, A2 5 0.4079426,

A3 5 0.8974794,

l1 5 0.0684043, l2 5 0.1162414,

l3 5 9.896161.

The obtained dispersion versus the period-to-
wavelength ratio is shown in Fig. 4, demonstrating that a
wide range of dispersion values can be obtained. In par-
ticular, zero total dispersion can be achieved at a point at
which the intrinsic material dispersion and the structural
dispersion cancel each other. Owing to the relatively low
index contrast between the fused silica and air, relatively
low form birefringence is achieved, and the difference in
dispersion terms for both polarization states is relatively
small.

As shown, the structural dispersion term is always nor-
mal. However, there are cases in which one would like to
generate strong anomalous dispersion within the INS.
This case is analyzed in Section 4.

4. PROPAGATION OF PULSED COSINE
BEAMS IN INHOMOGENEOUS
NANOSTRUCTURE MEDIA
In this section we extend the discussion by evaluating the
dispersion coefficient of a pulse carried by a standing co-
sine wave in space, propagating inside the INS. Such a
beam can be described by the interference between two
tilted plane waves.

We use Eqs. (8) and (15) and assume a to be fixed, i.e.,
not depending on the optical frequency (in practice, this
can be achieved by use of a diffraction grating designed to
convert a single spatial mode into 61 diffraction orders,
producing the desired cosine wave). The dispersion coef-
ficient is described by

Dn 5
1

2p

d2b

dn2 5
1

2p cos~u!
H K9 1

~K8!2

K F1 2
1

cos2~u!
G J

5
1

2p cos~u!
FK9 2

~K8!2

K
tan2~u!G , (35)

where a 5 K sin(u) 5 6(2pn/c)n(c/nnd) 5 2p/L, L is the
period of the cosine beam, and all the derivatives are
taken with respect to n. The dispersion coefficient in Eq.
(30) is related to the spatial frequency a (or, equivalently,
to the plane-wave tilt angle u). A similar result can be
also found in Ref. 19, for the case of a Bessel beam propa-
gating in nonguiding media. However, since the pulse is
now propagating inside the INS, the K8, K9 values are in-
fluenced by both intrinsic material dispersion and struc-
tural dispersion, introducing an additional degree of free-
dom to the design.

Next, we re-examine the INS made of alternating GaAs
and air layers for illumination with a cosine wave with
the dispersion relation of Eq. (35). The dispersion coeffi-
cient is now calculated versus the plane-wave tilt angle
(u) for several period-to-wavelength ratios. As before, the
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RCWA algorithm is applied over a limited wavelength
span, and the propagation constant for each wavelength
is determined. The refractive index can now be found
with Eq. (8). The results, shown in Fig. 5, demonstrate
that increasing the period-to-wavelength ratio tends to
reduce the dispersion coefficient, i.e., move the dispersion
curve toward normal values. On the other hand, increas-
ing the spatial frequency of the cosine beam tends to re-
sult in an increased dispersion coefficient, i.e., move the
dispersion curve toward anomalous values. These two
opposite effects allow one to achieve almost any desired
dispersion value. For example, by proper combination of
spatial beam frequency and period-to-wavelength ratio
(see Fig. 5), zero dispersion can be obtained. This is an
important result, especially for INS realizations in
guided-wave structures, offering a great practical poten-
tial and significance. For such a case, the spatial fre-
quency of the cosine beam is determined mainly by the
waveguide geometry, which cannot be arbitrarily chosen
owing to practical constraints. One should also notice
the high dispersion values of the TM polarization state at
high spatial cosine frequencies. This can be explained by
the large index difference. The effective refractive index
of the TM state is much smaller than that of the TE, i.e.,
KTM , KTE . As a increases, it approaches KTM , leading
to a large propagation angle and reducing the cos(u) term
in Eq. (35). As a result, the dispersion coefficient is sig-
nificantly increased.

Fig. 5. Total linear dispersion coefficient versus angular fre-
quency a in a GaAs–air periodic structure (fill factor f 5 0.5):
(a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization.
An additional advantage of devices made of INSs is
demonstrated by reconsidering a structure made of fused
silica with anomalous dispersion and air. It was shown19

that, with materials having anomalous dispersion, the
combination of waveguide-type dispersion and material
dispersion cannot be combined to achieve zero dispersion,
since increasing the spatial beam frequency tends to in-
crease the anomalous dispersion. In contrast, an INS
can provide compensation for such anomalous dispersion
by increasing the period-to-wavelength ratio, as shown
clearly in Fig. 6. By observing these results, it is evident
that almost any desired dispersion value can now be ob-
tained, including a zero-dispersion value. Moreover,
there is a very large number of combinations capable of
producing a specific desired dispersion value. This is
considered to be a significant advantage, since it allows
an additional degree of freedom in the component design.
As expected, there is no major difference between the ob-
tained results for TE and TM polarizations, owing to the
relatively low birefringence (Dn , 0.1), which is the re-
sult of the low index contrast between the fused silica and
air.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A novel, to our knowledge, analysis of the dispersion prop-
erties for a pulse propagating in a dielectric nonguiding
media made of INSs is presented. The interaction of the

Fig. 6. Total linear dispersion coefficient versus angular fre-
quency a in a fused-silica–air periodic structure (fill factor f
5 0.5): (a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization.
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optical wave with the nanostructure provides modified
dispersion characteristics. We use the term structural
dispersion to explain this phenomenon. We investigate
the dispersion of a pulse propagating within the INS
starting by presenting the analogy between the con-
tinuum of free-space modes and the discrete waveguide
modes and then by discussing two special cases of a pulse
carried by a plane wave in space and a pulse carried by a
standing cosine wave in space. We present an approxi-
mate analytic model capable of predicting the structural
dispersion coefficient. The model is compared with more
accurate results, calculated with rigorous coupled-wave
analysis. RCWA is also used for the calculation of the
combined dispersion coefficient, taking into account the
material, structural, and waveguide-type dispersions.
By taking these effects into account, it is shown that one
can control the amount of the total effective dispersion to
almost any extent. By using proper materials to con-
struct the INS, one can also achieve an adaptive device,
with the capability to dynamically modify the dispersion
properties. It is evident that devices made of INSs can
be useful for dispersion management and dispersion con-
trol applications, with an additional advantage of allow-
ing monolithic integration with other components into a
system on a chip.
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